
BENEFITS

•  Natural essential oils

•  Nontoxic, safe to use

•  Relieves muscle tension

•  Soothes sore muscles

•  Ultra-concentrated

•  Supports circulation when  
massaged in

•  Refreshing scent

SOOTHE, RELAX, AND REFRESH WITH SUNBREEZE® 
After a vigorous workout or long, hard day, reach for SunBreeze® for instant relief. 
The natural oils in SunBreeze® quickly penetrate the skin to help ease pain in 
overworked muscles and soothe stiff, aching joints. One of Dr. Chen’s original 
formulas, SunBreeze® is a perfect combination of cold (yin) and hot (yang). Just 
massage a small amount of this ultra-concentrated formula into your neck, 
temples, or tired muscles for fast, soothing relief. SunBreeze® is ideal for post-
exercise, relaxation, and full rubdowns.

PHILOSOPHY OF REGENERATION®

The formula for SunBreeze® Oil and Balm is based on the Philosophy of 
Regeneration®, which synergizes thousands of years of Chinese herbal research 
with cutting-edge Western science to nourish, cleanse, and balance the body, 
inside and out. Unlike other oils and balms that contain harmful and even 
potentially toxic ingredients (such as wintergreen), SunBreeze® is made with 
owner expertise using natural ingredients that are safe to use.

INGREDIENT HIGHLIGHTS
CASSIA OIL 
Also known as Chinese cinnamon, cassia oil helps support circulation and 
alleviate musculoskeletal pain in the body.

EUCALYPTUS   
This tree oil boasts pain relieving properties and a cooling, refreshing,  
woodsy smell.

MINT EXTRACT  
This warming herbal extract is used for its soothing properties.

FAQS 
Q: When is the best time to use SunBreeze®?

A:  Use SunBreeze® whenever you want to relax. It’s a great way to enhance a 
massage, by rubbing it into muscles, joints, and pressure points. You can even 
put a couple of drops on your palms and then breathe in the refreshing smell 
for a simple, quick form of aromatherapy.

Q: How does SunBreeze® differ from other brands?

A:  SunBreeze® is made with pure essential oils in a safe, effective formula. Other 
brands contain too much camphor or potentially toxic ingredients such as 
methyl salicylate, a derivative of wintergreen.

RECOMMENDATION 
Gently massage into sore, tired muscles, or painful joints. Can also be used for 
aromatherapy for relaxation.
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